
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  

  



	  

 
 
  
 
  



	  

Final Soccer 
vRealistic stadium and football players 
vFeel as though you are a professional 

goal keeper 
 

VR Goalkeeper 
vSimple graphics but loads of fun 
vGreat for younger ages  
vBlock as many shots as possible 
v3 different game modes 

 



	  

 

SuperHot VR 
vOne of our top games and most 

incredible VR experience’s 
vStrategic game 
vTime moves only when you move 
vGrab weapons of fallen enemies to 

shoot, slice, and manoeuvre through a 
hurricane of slow-motion bullets 

vWinner of dozens of VR game of the 
year awards 

vTime-bending gameplay with many 
different levels 

vTest your aim 
vBecome more aware of challenges after 

each level 
vThis game will test your limits! 
vInvolves your entire body 

 

 



	  

Dance Collider 
vBecome a dance master! 
vDance-off against 9 unique characters each 

with their own music and style 
v8 futuristic arenas with vibrant light-shows 
vHit targets in order to win each challenge  

 

Gloomy Eyes 
vVoted best VR story-based experience 

2019. 
vWhen the sun got tired of the humans it 

decided to hide and never rise again. A 
zombie kid called Gloomy and a mortal girl 
called Nena fall in love and immerse in a 
deep connection that not even the most 
powerful man in town can destroy…. 

 
 



	  

 
 

 
  

Nature Treks VR 
vReconnect with nature, great for if trying 

VR for the first time 
vExplore tropical beaches, underwater 

oceans and even take to the stars. 
vIn this game you can command the weather 

and shape the world around you 
v  Escape into a world of peace, calm and 

tranquillity 

 
 

Epic Roller Coasters 
vYou will get the same feeling of a real 

roller coaster with a high level of 
graphics, physics-based simulation. 

vExpect the unexpected! 
 



	  

Richie’s Plank Experience 
vWalk the plank 80 stories high in this 

unforgettable experience. 
vRealistic graphics, feels as though you 

are really there! 
v Once the elevator has taken you to the 

top, it feels as though you can feel the 
wind on your face as the doors open to 
reveal the plank that you must walk 
along to retrieve the donuts! Only a few 
people are brave enough.  

vShort experience with big reactions – 
exhilaration, fear and laughter – it’s 
always surprising to see how each 
person reacts. 

vIncludes a horror version with spiders. 
vOther mini- games; Hero Academy 

(which includes; Missile Defence, 
Rocket Race and Fire Fight) and Sky 
Brush. 

 
 



	  

 
 

 
 

Racket NX 
vFeels as though you are inside a giant 

pinball machine! 
vA new kind of game that challenges the 

limits of what you can do with a racket and 
ball in VR. 

vFast game speed, hard challenges, high 
intensity! 

 
 

First Person Tennis: 
The Real Tennis Simulator 
vEver wanted to play at all the famous 

tennis stadiums across the world? And 
face professional tennis players? This 
one has all of that and more! 

v Great graphics, technical feel and 
extremely challenging.   



	  

 

Fujii 
vA serene, mystical journey that 

traverses a series of otherworldly, 
organic landscapes, Fujii is a respite for 
weary travellers. 

vThe experience flows between outdoor 
exploration and creative gardening, 
merging aspects of adventure and 
cultivation. 

vWatering, touching, and interacting in 
musical ways with plants and creatures 
which create light, in turn expands a 
ring light above the world, allowing 
you to explore further. 

vPlayers are able to craft unique, 
bountiful landscapes for virtual 
relaxation.  

vTravel on a boat through the mystical 
land whilst your new friend welcomes 
you to the island. 

 



	  

 
  

Fruit Ninja 
vIf you are new to VR this is a great fun 

introduction.  
vThe juiciest, most action-packed burst 

of fruit-filled fun!  
vFunny to watch others play 

 
 

Shooty Fruity 
vService with a smile… and a shotgun! 
vScan, serve & pack produce whilst 

shooting guns to defend your store 
from mutant fruit! 

vDo you think you’d be able to do your 
job in the heat of combat? 



	  

  

Arizona Sunshine 
vThis is a first-person shooter built 

exclusively for VR that immerses you in a 
post-apocalyptic south-western America 
overrun by zombies. 

vWhen you hear a flash of a human voice on 
the radio, your hopes surge – there are 
survivors out in the blistering heat of the 
post-apocalyptic Grand Canyon state! 
Armed with little more than your motion-
controlled weapons and the scarce ammo 
and consumable you find along the way, 
you need to navigate the hordes of zombies 
coming for your brain in your desperate 
search for human contact. 

vHandle weapons with real-life movements, 
freely explore a post-apocalyptic world, and 
put your survival skills to the test in VR – 
putting the undead back to rest is more 
thrilling than ever before.  

vUnprecedented VR realism.  

 



	  

  

Space Pirate Trainer 
vFight off relentless waves of droids with all 

the weapons and gadgets you would ever 
need as a space pirate. 

vDodge incoming lasers and incoming space 
ships.  

vVoted top VR games since it’s release 

 

Minecraft VR 
vGet right inside the world of Minecraft 

with VR. Build, explore and battle mobs – 
do all the things you know and love- but 
from a fresh perspective. 

vCome face-to-face with monstrous mobs 
takes on a new meaning; creeping into dark 
caves inspires even greater caution thanks to 
3D audio; and the light of a gorgeous 
sunrise seems to envelop you more 
completely.  

 



	  

 
  

Tilt Brush  
vTilt Brush lets you paint in 3D space 

with virtual reality.  
vUnleash your creativity with three-

dimensional brush strokes, stars, light, 
and even fire.  

vYour area is your canvas. Your palette 
is your imagination. The possibilities 
are endless. 

vSome effects have sound so you can 
listen as you paint around you.  

vYou don’t have to be an artist to enjoy 
this one. Something you must 
experience!  

 



	  

Waltz of the Wizard 
vVR that lets you feel as though you have 

magical powers.  
vCombine ingredients into a boiling 

cauldron with the help of an ancient spirit 
trapped in a human skull. 

vUnleash creative or destructive wizardry 
upon a fully interactive world.  

 
 

A Fisherman’s Tale 
vBend and twist reality, the mind-bending 

VR puzzle adventure game. 
vReach the top of the lighthouse before The 

Big Storm, with the help of some uncanny 
sidekicks! 

vToy around with your tiny little model 
lighthouse, inside… is that another 
lighthouse?  

 
 



	  

 

Keep Talking and 
Nobody Explodes 
vFind yourself trapped alone in a room 

with a ticking time bomb. Your friends 
have a manual to defuse it, but they 
can’t see the bomb, so you’re going to 
have to talk it out – fast! 

vPut your puzzle-solving and 
communication skills to the test as you 
and your friends race to defuse bombs 
while attempting to communicate 
quickly before time runs out!  

vRounds are fast-paced, tense, 
occasionally silly, and almost always 
loud. 

vWhether it’s defusing a bomb or 
deciphering information for the 
manual, everyone has a crucial role to 
play. 

 
 



	  

 

  

Allumette 
vA story about a love, sacrifice and a 

deep bond between a young girl and 
her mother. 

vExplore a fantastical city in the clouds 
vBeautifully animated  

 
 

Bonfire 
vAward-winning story-adventure 

experience 
vAfter crash landing at night on a 

mysterious unknown planet three-
hundred light-years from earth, you are 
tasked with finding a way home using 
the only source of light- a bonfire. 

 
 



	  

 

Dick Wilde 
vOl’Dick Wilde has been in pest control 

his whole cotton-pickin life. He’s come 
up with a bunch a’ custom weapons to 
help ordinary folk out with all sorts a’ 
nasty critters!  

vIf you got a problem with hungry 
piranhas, angry ‘gators, or even a shark 
or two – Dick’s the guy to call! 

vSurvive the critter horde!  
vOutrageous weapons include: electric 

bow, nail gun, grenade launcher, saw 
blade rifle 

v9 different environments 

Dick Wilde 2 
vTravel through waters that have been 

contaminated with a toxic outbreak 
vDefend your raft to survive! 

 



	  

  

Google Earth VR 
vExplore the world from a totally new 

perspective in virtual reality. 
vStroll the streets of Tokyo, soar over 

the Grand Canyon, or walk around the 
Eiffel Tower 

vSee the world’s cities, landmarks and 
natural wonders 

vYou can fly over a city, stand at the top 
of the highest peaks and even soar into 
space. 

vEarth VR comes with cinematic tours 
and hand-picked destinations that send 
you to the Amazon River, the 
Manhattan skyline, the Grand Canyon, 
the Swiss Alps, and many more. 

vA cheap holiday option! Visit your 
favourite destinations or relive the 
memories of past travels.  

 
 



	  

 

Everest 
vExperience what it feels like to climb 

Mount Everest in a series of first 
person challenges as you strive to reach 
the top of the world 

vStep into a first-person, photo-realistic 
experience like no other, a VR journey 
that feels both real and emotionally 
stunning. 

 
 

NASA’s Exoplanet Excursions 
vTake a guided journey through the amazing 

TRAPPIST-1 star system, known to be the 
home of 7 Earth-sized exoplanets orbiting a 
star that is only a little larger than Jupiter. 

v  This experience is based on the best 
current scientific understanding of these 
worlds  

 
 



	  

 	  

 Lucid 
vA cinematic VR story of love, adventure 

and letting go.  
vThe viewer joins Astra as she undertakes an 

experimental treatment that will allow her 
to enter her mother’s mind after she has 
been left in a coma following a car accident.  

vVisually beautiful, explore treehouses in the 
sky, stunning ice fields and enchanted 
forests  

 
 

Form 
vA surreal adventure that unfolds within the 

confines of the human mind. 
vPlaying as the gifted Dr. Eli, you have 

superhuman powers of geometric 
visualization. 

vExplore dreamlike memories to explore 
puzzles in your own mind 

 



	  

 

 
 

Budget Cuts 
vUnleash your inner office spy ninja skills 
vSoon your business will be manufacturing 

cost-cutting robots, and your job will be in 
danger 

vA mysterious package arrives at your desk. 
Will you be able to save your job? 

Undersea Park 
vVirtually explore the ocean 
vYou’ll be able to meet with Manta Rays, 

Blue Whales and 3 species of Sharks: Grey 
Sharks, Hammerhead Sharks and Whale 
Sharks. 

 



	  

   

Merry Snowballs 
vBecome the master of snow! 
vRelive your childhood snowball fights 

in this beautiful action packed snowball 
game – this time with cool gadgets and 
powers you wish you had! 

 
 

Snow Fortress 
vSnow fort building and battle game 
vThrow snowballs or use your slingshot 

to do some real damage 
vBuild and maintain your fort while 

protecting it against waves of attacking 
snowmen 

 



	  

 
 

Ultrawings 
vPilot multiple aircraft to complete a 

variety of missions across an island-
themed world 

vEarn money to buy new airports and 
new vehicles! 

Angry Birds VR: Isle of Pigs 
vExplore the remote island where greedy 

green pigs take their vacation in 75+ 
fun filled levels! 

vTravel through exotic beaches, steep 
cliffs and snowy slopes, destroying 
structures in the most spectacular way.  

 



	  

   

Adventure Climb VR 
vExplore the Canyon by rock climbing 

and using zip wires – but be careful the 
higher you climb the greater the fall! 

vTerrifyingly amazing!  
vRealistic feel and sounds 

 
 

OhShape 
vRhythm VR game where players have 

to move their full body to go through, 
punch or dodge walls following the 
beat of the music 

vChoreography designed by professional 
dancers to make you feel like the 
Master of the stage.  

vFun for all types of players 

 



	  

  	  

Rec Room 
vMeet players online, build your own 

rooms and games 
vPlay Paintball, Laser Tag, Rec Royale, 

Dodge Ball, Disc Golf, 3D Charades 
and other casual mini-games. 
 

Spider-Man: Homecoming VR 
vFor the first time, you can suit up as 

Spider-Man and see what it’s like to be 
the world’s favourite superhero.  

vSling high above the city in a dramatic 
confrontation before pursuing Spidey’s 
deadliest enemy. 
 



	  

  

In Your Face TD 
vYou find yourself in a lonely space 

station, with only the mining drones to 
keep you company. Luckily the drones 
are hard workers, and they will gather 
resources so you can build defences 
against invading creatures from another 
dimension 

vThe creatures are vicious but with only 
one goal in mind, and that is to destroy 
your base. 

vYou must build a maze and lure the 
stupid creatures around and through 
your defences, before they can reach 
your base 

vUse lazer guns, bombs and even 
sawblade frisbees. 

vBalance building and defending in this 
action packed game! 

 
 



	  

 

 

 

Dodge The Wall 
vStep into the VR world of the “Dodge 

The Wall” gameshow where you, the 
contestant, must fit though the hole in 
each wall as it comes your way. 

vEach wall presents a unique challenge  

 

Summer Funland 
vA virtual amusement park like no other 
vA rollercoaster, underwater voyage, fast-

paced and street chase, adventure in outer 
space and much, much more. 

vShoot things up, climb insanely high 
towers, scream your lungs out riding a crazy 
roller coaster, blast into space and see our 
galaxy up close and personal – there’s never 
a dull moment! 

 
 



	  

 

 
 
 

The Lab 
vSet in a pocket universe of Aperture 

Science. Includes lots of mini-games.. 
vSlingshot: destroy everything in the 

storage unit using a slingshot 
vLongbow: use your archery skills to 

defend your castle from attack 
vXortes: relive the golden era of gaming 
vPostcards: visit exotic, far-off locations 
vHuman Medical Scan: explore the 

human body through a highly detailed 
model and CT medical scans 

vSolar System: educational space fun! 
vRobot Repair: can you fix a robot? 

Good because they are recruiting! 
vSecret Shop: The fantasy equivalent of 

a twenty-four-hour convenience store 
is now open for business! 

 
 


